
EXPOSING THE 
HIDDEN COST 
OF DEDUPE



Vendor claims of 5:1 deduplication (dedupe) efficiency ratios are rarely actually seen by customers. Customers may see those rates 
of efficiency initially; over time, the ratio will decline to less than 3:1. The reality is that dedupe is the worst kind of expense because 
it looks like it is saving the customer money, but in actuality, it costs them much more than if they didn’t use the technology at all. It 
is time to shine the bright light of truth on dedupe and expose the technology for what it is, a burden on storage that makes it more 
expensive, slower, riskier, and more complicated.

At its most basic level, deduplication on primary storage works by segmenting inbound data and comparing those segments to other 
segments that the system is already storing. If there is a match to an existing segment, the system does not write the incoming data; 
instead, the storage software updates the deduplication’s metadata and starts to process the next segment. There is a theoretical 
advantage to not having to write every segment. Still, in primary storage, except when creating a new virtual machine, the instances of 
newly written segments being redundant are relatively rare.

For the dedupe process to work at primary storage speeds, a storage system needs a lot of RAM for rapid data segmentation and 
comparisons. It also requires top-end processing power to execute the process. In the end, deduplication provides an improved $ per GB 
ratio at the expense of IOPS and latency. Is the ROI of dedupe worth this investment in IOPS and latency?

UNDERSTANDING DEDUPE



When deduplication first became an option for primary storage, flash 
storage was $11 per GB or more. Today TLC and QLC flash are well below 
40 cents per GB. Even high-performance Intel Optane is less than $3 per 
GB. Assuming a 4:1 efficiency rate, splitting the difference between vendor 
claims and what customers tell us they actually get, dedupe used to bring 
the cost per GB down to about $3, a savings of $8 per GB. In those days, a 
50TB All-Flash Array with deduplication versus one without could save the 
customer $400,000. That savings can easily justify the cost of additional 
computing power, maximum RAM and even sacrificing a significant 
amount of performance. Dedupe in the early days made AFAs a more 
reasonable option for many more data centers.

Today though, a 3.8TB TLC enterprise flash drive, assuming your storage 
system lets you use off-the-shelf enterprise flash drives, costs about 25 cents 
per GB instead of $11 per GB. If deduplication is applied, then the cost per 
GB will be approximately 6 cents per GB. In modern terms, you are only 
saving 19 cents per GB instead of the $8 per GB when AFAs first came to 
the market. Now the savings on a 50TB system is only about $10,000.

Ten years ago, the ROI of deduplication was easy to justify. A $400,000 
savings has an almost instant ROI. With only a $10,000 savings, the ROI 
of deduplication today, I.T. needs to question the value of the technology. 
If the addition of dedupe has no impact on performance or requires no 
extra hardware and doesn’t cause risk to data, vendors might as well 
keep including the feature. We know, however, that dedupe does add to 
hardware costs, significantly impacts performance, and can raise some 
questions as to its impact on data integrity.

UNDERSTANDING THE DEDUPE ROI



The ROI of deduplication is not nearly as compelling in 2020 as it was 
in 2010. The reduction in the cost of flash media is just one reason to 
discontinue the use of the technology. Dedupe also has four hidden fees 
that make its use counterproductive.

#1 DEDUPE DRAMATICALLY INCREASES OVERALL  
STORAGE SERVER COST

Deduplication adds significant costs to the total storage system. The 
problem is that since so many vendors have deduplication as part of their 
offering, no one questions the logic behind these investments.
Most all-flash arrays with deduplication require high-end servers with Intel’s 
most expensive “platinum,” CPUs. These investments double in highly 
available configurations, which most enterprises need. To drive the dedupe 
algorithm, vendors also require large amounts of RAM 512GB or more. 
In most cases, highly available configurations must mirror the memory to 
protect against data loss from a power or hardware failure. The mirroring, 
doubles the amount of memory, raising system cost significantly. The 
combined cost of the CPUs and additional RAM take a significant chunk 
(maybe all of it) out of that $10,000 cost savings. 

A bigger problem for storage vendors looking to implement deduplication 
is that there is increasingly little return on additional spend for CPU 
power. Performance improvements for CPUs have come in the form of 
additional processing cores, not on speed of those cores. Deduplication 
is a also process that is very difficult to multi-thread across cores. It 
requires consistency to be accurate and dividing the task up across 
multiple cores threatens that consistency. In the end, the storage industry’s 
“throw hardware at the problem” mentality can’t address deduplication’s 
performance and latency impact on storage systems. 

Some vendors, when their AFA is under heavy load will switch from inline 
processing of deduplication to post-processing in order to conserve 
performance and keep pace with inbound writes. This is a state that a 
busy AFA can hit quite often. The problem with post-processing is now the 
system is incurring extra writes. First, writes are occurring that deduplication 
would have otherwise eliminated. Second, erasing data on flash is actually 
done via a write. When a duplicate segment of data is identified, a write 
needs to be executed to free up the data, thereby introducing a third write, 
during post-process deduplication. 

To be precise, most storage systems need the extra processing power 
to address other inefficiencies in their storage software code, not just 
deduplication. Still, there is little doubt that the additional workload takes 
its toll on the system.

THE HIDDEN COSTS OF DEDUPE

THE PROBLEM IS THAT SINCE SO 
MANY VENDORS HAVE DEDUPLICATION 
AS PART OF THEIR OFFERING, NO ONE 
QUESTIONS THE LOGIC BEHIND  
THESE INVESTMENTS.



#2 DEDUPE REQUIRES MORE DRIVES FOR PERFORMANCE

The overhead of deduplication means that most vendors can’t get 
anything close to the raw performance of the drives the customer buys in 
the system. The 4TB enterprise-class drive used in our pricing comparison 
is rated by the manufacturer to deliver 85,000 Read IOPS, and 45,000 
Write IOPS. Even if we only use write-performance, a six drive system 
should provide well over 250k Write IOPS.

While no storage infrastructure will deliver the exact raw performance of 
the hardware specification, most AFA vendors extract less than 20% of it. 
To deliver 250k IOPS, most AFA vendors need 24 drives or more! Why? 
The overhead of dedupe, plus the inefficiency of their software is why. 
The reality is that there is a case of diminishing returns when vendors use 
the “throw more hardware at the problem” instead of investing the years 
required to develop highly efficient software.

Six 4TB SSD is only 24TBs of capacity, and most customers will need 
more. The 50TB system will require about 12 drives. In a system with 
efficient storage software and not hampered by deduplication, those 12 
drives should deliver over 400,000 IOPS.

The problem gets worse as, over the next few years, drive densities 
continue to increase. 8TB and 15TB drives are available today, and most 
industry experts believe that flash capacities will exceed 50TB per drive in 
the future. Drive capacities are growing faster than most customers’ data 
sets. If a vendor requires 24 drives to deliver 250K IOPS, their entry-level 
system in a couple of years will be 1.2PB!

With inefficient storage software, customers will need to buy 24 drives, 
when six drives may give them all the capacity they need. Ironically the 
data centers that do need 1.2PB of flash capacity will need to tap into the 
full performance potential of those drives (over 1 million IOPS).

Evidence of drive density versus inefficient software problems is already 
appearing. 15TB drives are readily available, but few vendors enable 
customers to buy them in their sub-200TB configurations. All systems 
require a minimum number of drives so that media failure protection 
techniques can be useful, but most schemes only need six to eight drives. 
With efficient storage software and without deduplication, a customer 
can use eight 15TB drives, get 120TBs of capacity, and over 500K IOPS 
of performance using inexpensive midrange servers and modest amounts 
of RAM. The price of this configuration will be far less than the 24 drive 
system with high-end server hardware and a massive amount of RAM.



#3 DEDUPE PUTS DATA AT RISK

Deduplication is a technology that has been with us for almost two decades, and 
vendors have learned a lot to make sure they are protecting deduplication tables. That 
said, there is some risk with deduplication, and most IT professionals are not 100% 
confident in the technology.

First, deduplication is not writing data if it finds a match. Unlike snapshot technology 
that is referencing actual blocks of data, deduplication is creating a hash on each 
data segment and comparing it to other hashes it has stored in its hashtable. Other 
than robbing performance, the use of dedupe may put data at risk. If there is an 
error in comparison, even if the error only occurs once every one million lookups, the 
results can be devastating, including data loss. While these incidents are rare, they do 
happen, and the impact can be costly.

Loss of a primary storage system, while the rest of the data center is still operating, is 
a particularly troublesome event. IT needs to restore data from backups very quickly, 
and more than likely, since IT can’t do backups every minute, the organization will 
lose hours of data. The chance of primary storage system failure is why organizations 
invest so much in their backup infrastructure, compounding the risk by adding dedupe, 
especially when its ROI is now so weak, no longer makes sense.

#4 DEDUPE ADDS COMPLEXITY

Dedupe also adds a layer of complexity to storage management. When IT needs to 
plan for its next storage purchase, it is difficult to calculate just how much storage they 
should buy. If the reason for the upgrade is new data from new workloads, they have 
no way of knowing its effective dedupe rate. Since deduplication effectiveness declines 
over time, even if the purchase is to support the growth in existing data, calculating 
how much additional storage the organization needs is difficult.

In most cases, IT ends up overbuying storage and purchasing based on their capacity 
needs plus some growth. The result is they end up with idle capacity for potentially 
years. Since the cost per GB of storage continues



HOW STORONE BEATS DEDUPE

Without any additional capabilities, given the hidden costs of deduplication, investing in it costs more than its potential benefits can 
ever deliver. The reality is there are better ways to achieve similar levels of efficiency while not impacting performance and being 
much more affordable. StorONE’s S1 Enterprise Storage Platform is efficient storage software that can save organizations money 
while being capacity efficient.

There are no hidden costs when platforms are built with efficiency first. S1’s efficient storage software, partly because deduplication 
doesn’t weigh it down, can deliver maximum drive performance on midrange server hardware. Using midrange server hardware saves an 
organization thousands of dollars, and immediately eliminates much of the need for the perceived upfront deduplication ROI. Efficient 
storage software’s ability to extract maximum performance per drive enables the organization to only purchase more drives when they 
need more capacity, not when they need more performance.

The ultimate evidence of StorONE’s transparency is our TRUprice configuration site that enables customers to configure and price an 
enterprise storage system to meet their needs within four clicks. TRUprice is available on the StorONE website and does not require 
registration.

BETTER THAN DEDUPE #1 - S1:SNAP ADVANCED SNAPSHOTS

Most storage systems don’t suggest using snapshots to reduce storage capacity utilization, because they have to limit the number 
of snapshots the system maintains. StorONE’s S1:Snap can manage an unlimited number of snapshots for an indefinite time. The 
organization can use snapshots to create a golden master of a virtual machine and then create an infinite nest of those virtual machines. 
Each new virtual machine leverages the golden master’s data footprint, saving capacity. IT can use these efficient storage snapshots to 
protect their environment as frequently as every 30 seconds and reduce capacity consumption all without impacting performance.

STORONE HAS NOTHING TO HIDE



BETTER THAN DEDUPE #2 - VRAID ADVANCED RAID

RAID protection can waste more capacity than deduplication can ever 
give back. Most AFAs use traditional RAID-5 or RAID-6, which locks the 
volumes to specific drive sizes. The challenge is that flash capacities are 
increasing in density rapidly. A drive capacity in use today may not be the 
most cost-effective a year later when the time comes to add additional 
capacity to the system. Most AFAs will let IT install the larger drive, but 
they will need to format them down to match the other drives’ capacity. 
For example, if the system leverages 4TB drives today and in a year, the 
customer expands using 15TB drives, they will have to give up 11TB of 
capacity, which is over a 3:1 LOSS in capacity utilization.

StorONE’s vRAID technology is an advanced form of erasure coding, 
rewritten from the ground up to work in high-performance, primary storage 
use cases. In terms of capacity utilization, vRAID is virtual in that multiple 
volumes can share numerous drives, and the drives that support those 
volumes can be of different sizes. The ability to mix drives of different sizes is 
particularly critical as the density of flash drives continues to increase.

BETTER THAN DEDUP #3 - DIRECTWRITE -  
CACHE FREE DATA INTEGRITY

The more processing of data done in RAM, before writing to media, the 
more at risk it is to corruption or loss because of a power or hardware 
failure. Most storage systems on the market use RAM to compensate 
for their poor write performance, and to run the deduplication process. 
StorONE’s S1, thanks to its efficient code base, can write directly to media 
while extracting near-maximum performance from each drive in the system. 
Unlike most other systems, when S1 acknowledges a write, it is actually on 
permanent media.

As a result, S1’s RAM requirements are minimal, 128GB of RAM is more 
than enough in most cases. Compared to the common requirements of 
other storage systems that need 512GBs (times two in HA configuration), 
this low RAM requirement represents another area of cost savings for IT 
professionals. It further eliminates any ROI advantage dedupe may have 
had. More importantly, DirectWrite significantly lowers the chance of data 
loss or corruption because of a power failure or other outage.

BETTER THAN DEDUPE #4 - S1:TIER -  
TIERING TO THE 4TH POWER

Another advantage of the S1 Enterprise Storage Platform is its unique 
ability to tier data to multiple types of less expensive media. AFA vendors 
have railed against the concept of hybrid systems (flash+HDD), claiming 
that the performance impact if an application needs data from the lower 
tier would be unacceptable. With S1:Tier, IT is not limited to just tiering 
between flash and HDD. Instead, IT can design a system that tiers, 
automatically, between Optane, TLC, QLC, and HDD. The customer can 
create an architecture where most data is written to and read from the 
upper tier (Optane, TLC) but then age to a QLC tier instead of an HDD 
tier. Data read from the QLC tier would be as responsive as data read 
from the upper tier. Then as data becomes even more inactive, and if the 
customer wants, they can tier data to an HDD tier. Because of StorONE’s S1 
price advantage, the customer can afford a much larger capacity  
upper tier.

The combination of an Optane or TLC upper tier with a QLC second-
tier significantly reduces the cost per GB of the entire system without 
compromising on performance. The customer can further reduce cost per 
GB without much risk of performance impact by implementing a third-tier 
like HDD.



The declining cost of flash storage plus the significant added expense of compensating for deduplication’s heavy load makes it 
very difficult to justify, given the drastic price reductions of flash media. Once IT considers all the factors, deduplication makes 
storage systems more expensive, not less.

Deduplication, today, is like taking a high-interest loan out on a significant purchase, even though you can afford to buy 
outright. The problem is, because of interest, you end up paying far more than you should. The additional cost of storage 
server hardware, the loss of performance that requires more drives, the risk of data loss, and the increased complexity of 
forecasting future growth are deduplication’s interest rate. It is an interest rate that wise IT professionals should not make their 
organizations pay. With efficient storage software, you can get a storage system that is 60% less than the cost of one with 
deduplication and never have to pay the technology’s high-interest rate. 

CONCLUSION


